
Request for non-binding proposals of cooperation for mid-term natural gas supplies to Moldova  

ENERGOCOM JSC – is a 100% state-owned Moldovan company, responsible for ensuring energy security of the Republic 

of Moldova, is commencing preparations for the winter 2023/2024 and building a new portfolio of gas suppliers for a 

period of at least the next 1,5 years. Therefore, ENERGOCOM is looking for partners for the supply of natural gas. 

ENERGOCOM invites you to submit a non-binding cooperation proposal including the items mentioned below. In next 

step ENERGOCOM is planning to enter into direct bilateral negotiations with its chosen partners. 

Please be informed, that this request is not in any legal or financial relation with purchases of natural gas proceeded and 

financed by ENERGOCOM under agreement between ENERGOCOM and European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development.  

Demanded items of a non-binding proposal for gas supplies cooperation: 

Buyer: 
ENERGOCOM JSC registered in Moldova, also acting through its Romanian 
branch JSC ENERGOCOM – CHISINAU - OTOPENI BRANCH  

Delivery point  
(please choose one point per cooperation 
proposal, from the list on the right): 

- Grebenyky (exit Ukraine/entry Moldova), 
- Oleksiivka (exit Ukraine/entry Moldova)  
- Kaushany (exit Ukraine/entry Moldova), 
- Ungheni (exit Romania/entry Moldova),  
- Budince (exit Slovakia/entry Ukraine), 
- Drozdovychi (exit Poland/entry Ukraine), 
- Komotini (exit TAP - entry IGB), 
- VTP TAP, 
- UGS in Ukraine,  
- UGS in Romania. 

Supplies starting: not later than 1st of June 2023 

Contract duration: at least 6 months – preferably till the end of September 2024 

Total volume of gas to be supplied during 
contract period: 

up to 15.000.000,00 MWh but not less than 5.000.000,00 MWh  

Planned percentage of the total volume of 
gas to be supplied, in period of June - 
September 2023 and April – September 2024: 

ca. 70% 

Requested structure of price formula. 
Please indicate X and Y numbers: 

((TTF Month Ahead * [multiplied by] X%) –/+ [minus/plus] Y EUR) per 
MWh 

Cost of transportation: 
cost of transportation of gas to the chosen/indicated delivery point is on 
seller of the natural gas 

Payment structure  
(please indicate): 

pre-payment or post-payment together with description of specific 
conditions 

Contractual conditions: 

- EFET General Agreement 
- election sheet 
- Individual Contract to be signed on the basis of the bid offered by the 

Seller and accepted by ENERGOCOM  
- Incoterms DAP 2020 

Deadline for answers: 
preferably till 27th of April 2023 - 15:00 CET, but we will later also 
consider, proposals received after this date 

Send answers to: trading@energocom.md and office@energocom.md 

ENERGOCOM JSC reserves its right to accept or reject any submitted proposal at its own discretion, without any further liability of 
ENERGOCOM JSC against the partners. By submitting their proposals in response to this request, potential partners agree and confirm 
that they are not aware of any existing or potential conflicts of interest. 
 
ENERGOCOM JSC 
Chisinau – Moldova, 20 th of April 2023 
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